
Abstract

As the frequency gap between main memory and modern
microprocessor grows, the implementation and efficiency
of on-chip caches become more important. The growing la-
tency to memory is motivating new research into load in-
struction behavior and selective data caching. This work
investigates the classification of load instruction behavior.
A new load classification method is proposed that classi-
fies loads into those vital to performance and those not vi-
tal to performance. A limit study is presented to
characterize different types of non-vital loads and to quan-
tify the percentage of loads that are non-vital. Finally, a re-
alistic implementation of the non-vital load classification
method is presented and a new cache structure called the
Vital Cache is proposed to take advantage of non-vital
loads. The Vital Cache caches data for vital loads only, de-
ferring non-vital loads to slower caches.

Results: The limit study shows 75% of all loads are non-vi-
tal with only 35% of the accessed data space being vital for
caching. The Vital Cache improves the efficiency of the
cache hierarchy and the hit rate for vital loads. The Vital
Cache increases performance by 17%.

1   Introduction
The latency to main memory is quickly becoming the sin-
gle most significant bottleneck to microprocessor perfor-
mance. In response to long-latency memory, on-chip cache
hierarchies are becoming very large. However, the first-
level data cache (DL1) is limited in size by the short laten-
cy it must have to keep up with the microprocessor core.
For an on-chip cache to continue as an effective mecha-
nism to counter long latency memory, DL1 caches must re-
main small, fast and become more storage efficient. 

A key problem is that microprocessors treat all load in-
structions equally. They are fetched in program order and
executed as quickly as possible. As soon as all load source
operands are valid, loads are issued to load functional units
for immediate execution. All loads access the first level of
data cache and advance through the memory hierarchy un-
til the desired data is found. Treating all loads equally im-
plies that all target data are vying for positions in each level
of the memory hierarchy regardless of the importance (vi-
tality) of that data. 

As demonstrated by Srinivasan and Lebeck [22] not all
loads are equally important. In fact, many have significant
tolerance for execution latency. Our work proposes a new
classification of load instructions and a new caching meth-
od to take advantage of this load classification. We argue
that load instructions should not be treated equally because
many loads need not be executed as quickly as possible. 

This work presents two contributions. 1) We perform a lim-
it study analyzing the classification of load instructions as
vital (important) or non-vital (not important). Vital loads
are loads that must be executed as quickly as possible in or-
der to avoid performance degradation. Non-vital loads are
loads that can be delayed without impacting performance.
2) We introduce a new cache called the Vital Cache to se-
lectively cache data only for vital loads. The vital cache im-
proves performance by increasing the efficiency of the
fastest cache in the hierarchy. The hit rate for vital loads is
increased at the expense of non-vital loads, which can tol-
erate longer access latencies without impacting perfor-
mance. Performance is also increased by processing
(scheduling) the vital loads ahead of non-vital loads.

2   Previous Work
In [1] the predictability of load latencies is addressed. [15]
showed some effects of memory latencies, but it was
[21][22] to first identify the latency tolerance of loads ex-
hibited by a microprocessor. These works show that loads
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leading to mispredicted branches or to a slowing down of
the machine are loads that are critical. This work is built on
the same concept as [21][22]. In fact, part of our classifica-
tion (lead to branch, see Section 4) is taken from this previ-
ous research. This work further identifies additional classes
of loads and uses a different classification algorithm. Fur-
thermore, we introduce a new caching mechanism to take
advantage of them. 

The work in [21] introduced an implementation based on
the non-critical aspect of loads. They implemented two dif-
ferent approaches: using a victim critical cache, and
prefetching critical data. Neither seemed to show much
performance benefit. The work in [7] also introduced a
buffer containing non-critical addresses. The implementa-
tion in Section 5 is based on the same spirit of [7][21], but
is done in accordance with non-vital loads. 

Section 5 introduces a form of selective vital caching. This
selective caching is similar in concept to
[9][10][14][19][25]. The goal of selective caching is to im-
prove the efficiency of the cache. [9][10] cached data based
on temporal reuse. [25] selectively cached data based on
the address of loads. In particular, loads which typically hit
the cache are given priority to use the cache. We also pro-
pose caching data based on the address of loads. However,
we cache data based on the vitality or importance of the
load instruction.

The non-vital concept should not be confused with “critical
path” [24] research. Non-vital loads may or may not be on
the critical path of execution. Non-vital loads become non-
vital based on resource constraints and limitations. There-
fore, a load that is considered “non-vital” may be on the
critical path, but its execution latency is not vital to overall
performance. [6] introduced a new insightful critical path
model that takes into account resource constraints. [6] used
a token-passing method to try to identify instructions that
are critical to performance. On the other hand, our ap-
proach attempts to identify the loads that are not critical to
performance and therefore do not need DL1 cache hits to
maintain high performance. 

Other popular research tries to design a DL1 that maintains
a high hit rate with very low latency[8]. One approach used
streaming buffers, victim caches [13], alternative cache in-
dexing schemes [20], etc. [10]. Another approach attempts
to achieve free associativity. Calder et al. [4], following the
spirit of [12][11][2][17], proposed the predictive sequential
associative cache (PSA cache) to implement associative
caches with a serial lookup. The aim of their work was to
reduce the miss rate of direct mapped caches by providing
associativity in such a way that the cache access latency
was the same as a direct mapped cache. They achieved in-

creased hit rate and thereby performance through a sequen-
tial lookup of a direct mapped cache. 

[3][5][11][23][26] focused on providing bandwidth and
speed by distributing the cache accesses. Cho et al. [5] pro-
vided high-speed caches by decoupling accesses of local
variables. Neefs et al. [16] also provided high bandwidth
high speed cache memories. Their solution utilized a gen-
eral multi-banked scheme interleaved based on data ad-
dress. [18] provided high bandwidth and high speed by
partitioning the DL1 into subcaches based on temporality
use. Our implementation (Section 5) is similar in spirit, but
is built around the non-vital concept.

3   Simulation Model
A cycle accurate simulator is used to gather all the data pre-
sented. The machine model employs eight instruction wide
fetch, dispatch, and completion. The instruction window
size is 128 instructions and the Load-Store Queue has 64
entries. The first level data cache (DL1) has 32KB and is a
dual-ported 4-way set-associative cache with 32-byte
blocks and 3-cycle latency. The second level unified cache
is 256KB, with a 10 cycle access latency. There is a 32-en-
try store buffer, and the ports are assumed to be read/write.
There are ten functional units that execute instructions out-
of-order. A hybrid branch predictor using both a bimodal
and a 2-level predictor is used. The instruction cache is set
at 32KB and is also single cycle. The fetch unit is capable
of fetching eight instructions or one basic block per cycle.
We propose this as a relatively realistic machine.

Seven integer (compress, gcc, go, ijpeg, li, m88ksim, perl)
and seven floating point (applu, apsi, fpppp, mgrid, swim,
tomcatv, wave5) benchmarks from the Spec CPU95 suite
are used for this study. Unless otherwise noted, numbers
presented represent harmonic means of all benchmarks.

4   Non-vital Loads
This section examines the classification of non-vital loads.
A classification method is presented along with a limit
study that shows how many loads are non-vital. Section 5
outlines an implementation that leverages the non-vital
load classification to improve IPC by increasing the effi-
ciency of the data cache. 

4.1    Classification

Loads are classified into two categories: vital and non-vital.
Vital loads are loads that must be executed as quickly as
possible in order to maximize performance. Non-vital
loads are loads that are less vital to program execution and
for various reasons do not require immediate execution in
order to maximize performance. Figure 1 illustrates the
classification of load instructions into vital or non-vital. We
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do note that the non-vital loads are not of equal vitality, but
we do not present an ordering. 

Unused: A load is classified as non-vital if its result is not
used before the destination register is redefined. A load can
go unused when the compiler hoists it above a branch that
does not branch to the basic block that consumes the load’s
result.

Store forwarded: Another type of non-vital loads is a load
that receives its data from the store buffer via store for-
warding. Such a load is classified as non-vital because the
data access does not reach the cache hierarchy. Hence, the
load’s data value need not reside in the first level cache. 

Lead to store: Store instructions are by nature non-vital.
As a result any data flow leading to a store’s address or data
source is also non-vital. When all dependents of a load ul-
timately lead to a store and the data flow terminates at the
store, the load can be classified as non-vital.

Instantly Used: Instructions dependent on a load’s result
may be in the instruction window when the load finishes

execution. However, other resource or data hazards can
cause the dependent instruction to defer execution for some
time. If a load’s dependent is immediately ready for execu-
tion when the load finishes, the load is considered vital, due
to the critical demand of the dependent. If the dependent in-
struction is not ready for execution as the load finishes then
the load is non-vital. 

Lead to branch: As demonstrated in [22], loads that lead
to predictable branches are non-vital. Every data flow path
beginning with the load must terminate at a predictable
branch for the load to be considered non-vital. If a branch
is not predicted correctly or not all paths lead to a predict-
able branch then the load is classified as vital.

4.2    Limit Study of Non-vital Loads

This section presents the results of a limit study on the clas-
sification of non-vital loads. Realistic hardware implemen-
tation for the load classification, outlined in Section 4.1, is
described in Section 5. To properly classify non-vital
loads, as per the classification in Section 4.1, a complete

Figure 1 Classification of loads as Non-vital and Vital.
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Figure 2 Load classification.
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dependency chain beginning with each load is constructed.
Dependency chains are required to determine if a load leads
to a store or branch. Each dependency chain begins with a
load and is constructed and maintained only while the load
is in the machine. Once the load completes it is classified
as either vital or non-vital, and the dependency chain is dis-
carded.

The pie chart in Figure 2 shows a complete break down of
all loads and their classification as vital or non-vital. As-
toundingly only 25% of loads in the SPEC95 benchmarks
are vital. On the vital loads, 2% are leading to mis-predict-
ed branches and 23% are vital due to instant demand from
dependent instructions. The remaining 75% of loads are
classified as non-vital. Of the five categories of non-vital
loads, loads that lead to not-instantly-used instructions
make up 43% of all loads. 8% of loads ultimately lead to
stores, while 9% receive their data from the store buffer via
store forwarding. Another 11% of loads lead to a correctly
predicted branch and 4% of loads are unused.

To further analyze the 43% of loads with not instantly us-
ing dependents, Figure 3 illustrates the number of cycles
between a load’s execution and its dependent’s execution.
If the dependent executes immediately, the load is consid-
ered vital. If the dependent instruction does not execute im-
mediately after the load, then the load is classified as non-
vital. Figure 3 shows that almost 50% of the time, a load’s
dependent instruction executes 10 or more cycles after the
load. The >=10 bar lumps all cases in which the dependent
instruction did not execute within 10 cycles of the load’s
execution. If the dependent instruction is not in the ma-
chine at the time of load completion its execution is consid-
ered more than 10 cycles after the load. One cause of this
delay is when a load precedes a mispredicted branch but the
dependent instruction is following the mispredicted
branch, and is stalled by the misprediction recovery. 

4.3    Verification of Non-vital Load Classification

To verify the classification results in Section 4.2, the
benchmarks are executed with doubling the execution la-
tency of all loads classified as non-vital. If there is little or
no performance impact then these loads are truly non-vital,
otherwise they are incorrectly classified. Performance loss
from increasing non-vital loads’ latency can be due to re-
source constraints. For example, if a non-vital load’s laten-
cy is increased, it may cause the Re-order Buffer (ROB) to
fill up. The ROB fill-up may in turn cause instruction fetch
to stall and overall performance reduction. Similarly, func-
tional unit unavailability can also cause performance deg-
radation. Vital loads, however suffer performance loss due
to various reasons. For example, vital loads that lead to a
mispredicted branch cause instruction fetch to continue
down the wrong path for extra cycles.

Figure 3 Dependence distance from loads.
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Figure 4 Performance impact of load access latency.
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Figure 4 presents IPC results comparing a baseline model
(base) with a model that doubles the DL1 latency for all
loads (all) and a model that doubles the DL1 latency only
for loads classified as non-vital. Across all benchmarks,
there is little performance degradation (~2%) when the
non-vital load access latency is doubled. However, an av-
erage performance loss of 10% is observed when the laten-
cy of all loads are doubled. 

When considering new caching mechanisms based on load
vitality it is not enough to consider just execution latency.
For instance, if a vital load accesses a data line, then the line
is considered vital and the data must be stored in the fastest
cache. This data vitality is vital to any implementation that
is designed to take advantage of non-vital loads. If all data
are vital then load classification is uninteresting. Figure 5
presents the percentage of unique data that are vital as a
function of cache line size. As expected, as the line size in-
creases, the probability that a vital load will access a data
element within the line increases. If any vital load accesses
a data line at any point within the program execution, the
line is considered and remains vital; hence as the line size
increases, the data vitality increases. The data vitality rang-
es from 28%-40% as the line size is varied from 8 bytes to
64 bytes. For a 32-byte cache line, the average data vitality
is only ~35%. 

This limit study shows that 75% of all loads in the SPEC95
benchmarks are non-vital and only 35% of the accessed
data space is vital. The next section outlines a new caching
strategy that takes advantage of non-vital loads and data vi-
tality to improve performance.

5   Vital Cache - An Application of Non-vital 
Loads
There is much pressure on the first level cache (DL1) of the
memory hierarchy in today’s microprocessors. Section 4.3
(data vitality) shows that not all data that are brought into
the DL1 are vital to processor performance. There is the po-

tential of taking advantage of non-vital loads. One applica-
tion is to redesign the data cache hierarchy. This section
introduces the Vital Cache (VC). The vital cache is a real-
istic cache implementation that takes advantage of non-vi-
tal loads. Vital cache caches only data of vital loads.
Section 5.1 describes the implementation while Section 5.2
shows initial results and their analysis.

5.1    Implementation

As discussed in Section 4.1 there are five types of non-vital
loads: unused, lead to store, lead to correctly predicted
branch, store forwarded, and not instantly used. Some of
these types are more difficult to determine than others. In
order to maintain a realistic implementation, this section
will focus only on the most dominant and easiest to identify
non-vital loads, the not instantly used. 

We present a scheme that 1) identifies which loads are not
instantly used, 2) stores this information on a per load basis,
and 3) uses this information to process the load instruc-
tions. We highlight three structures needed for this scheme:
1) vitality classification via rename register file; 2) vitality
storage via instruction cache; and 3) the vital cache. The
following sections describe these in detail.
5.1.1   Vitality Classification via Rename Register File

As stated, we only need to identify the case when the load’s
value is not used immediately following its execution. We
only identify the not-instantly-used non-vital loads because
they constitute the largest portion of non-vital loads, and
are easy to identify (the other non-vital loads can also be
identified, but are left for future work). The rename register
file (RRF) can collect this information (see Figure 6). Two
extra bits are added to each renamed register. These bits are
originally in an initial state (00). They are set to a new state
(01) upon a write by a load to the renamed register. If the
register is not read in the next cycle, then they go to a final
state of non-vital (10). Otherwise, they go to a final state of
vital (11). After identification, the vitality information is
used to update the instruction cache for each static load.
Every dynamic occurrence of a load causes it to be re-iden-
tified. 
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Initial State Pending State
load writes

Vital State Non-Vital State

Not Read
Completes

Completes
Read

Figure 6 State machine for vitality classification. 
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5.1.2   Vitality Storage via Instruction Cache

The instruction cache is used to store the vitality informa-
tion for each static load. Each load has only one bit that rep-
resents if it is vital or not. This added bit should not impact
fetch latency, and can be attached to the instruction cache
or kept in a separate table. The separate table can be access-
ed after decode, and indexed by the instruction pointer of
the load. This bit is sent with the load to the memory hier-
archy. It determines the updating of the data caches.
5.1.3   Vital Cache

The heart of our non-vital load implementation is the vital
cache (VC) in the memory hierarchy (see Figure 7). We
propose adding a level of cache above the DL1. This cache
(DL0) should be a small cache that can be clocked in one
cycle. The vital cache is only allocated/updated by vital
loads; whereas the DL0 will update the cache for every load
on a miss (see Figure 7). The goal is to have the non-vital
loads retrieve their data from the DL1, while the vital loads
get their data faster from the VC. A VC configuration also
provides a port advantage by prioritizing vital loads access.
For example, if a vital load is ready to execute in a given
cycle, the vital load is given the available VC port (the
DL0/VC is assumed to be write-through and single ported,
and the DL1 is assumed to have 2 overall ports for both
configurations). Prioritizing (separating) vital loads pro-
vides another performance advantage for the VC scheme. 

5.2    Results

As stated in Section 3, we assume that the 32KB cache has
multi-cycle latency. Therefore, we will show that it is ad-
vantageous to add a smaller, faster data cache (DL0) to the

memory hierarchy. Instead of treating all loads equally like
the DL0, the VC gives priority to vital loads. We begin by
comparing the overall performance impact that a non-vital
load implementation can have. Figure 8 shows IPC results
for each individual benchmark for three different configu-
rations: 1) DL1 with 3 cycle latency (DL1); 2) DL1 and a
256B DL0 (DL1+DL0); and 3) DL1 and 256B vital cache
(DL1+VC). As graphed, adding a small (256B) single-cy-
cle cache to the hierarchy (DL1+DL0) adds performance
for almost all the benchmarks, averaging a 4% increase in
overall performance. But by using a vital cache configura-
tion, we gain an additional 12% compared to the DL0 con-
figuration. The IPC performance gain is noticably higher
for the floating point benchmarks. The vital cache does
present a performance gain for all the benchmarks, and av-
erages a 17% increase over the configuration with just the
DL1. 

The performance gain is derived from an increase in the ef-
ficiency of the highest level cache (DL0 or VC) and by pri-
oritizing the processing of vital loads (allocating the VC
port to vital loads). However, increasing the latency of non-
vital loads by pushing their access time to that of the slower
DL1 may also have a negative effect on performance (see
Figure 4). If the ROB (or other resource constraints) is
strained by the increased load latency, then the machine
may stall, and overall performance is reduced. But the IPC
results in  show that this negative effect of the vital cache is
more than compensated for by the increase in priority for
the vital loads.

The percentage of loads (non-vital) that do not update the
vital cache is high and is shown in Figure 9. Recall: 43% of

Figure 7 Different cache configurations.
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all loads are classified as not instantly used. But this num-
ber changes as the cache hierarchy management changes.
For example, when a non-vital load’s data does not move
to the vital cache, the load (with higher latency) may actu-
ally become a vital load. The interactions and changing of
vital/non-vital loads is outside the scope of this paper and
left for future work. For some of the benchmarks there is
correlation be-

tween this percentage (loads not updated), and the overall
IPC performance impact that is shown in Figure 6. For ex-
ample, mgrid has a high percentage of loads which do not
update the vital cache (in theory making it more efficient),
and the IPC’s positive impact reflects this. 

Hardware identification of a load’s vitality is done via pre-
diction and is described in Section 5.1. The scheme pre-

Figure 8 Implementation performance comparison.
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sented is a simple initial scheme, and implements a last-
value prediction algorithm, i.e. if a static load is identified
as non-vital the last time it executed, then we will predict
that it will be non-vital the next time it executes. A simple
last-value prediction mechanism is accurate and the results
are illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 10 graphs the results for
the prediction of the not-instantly-used loads. A mispredic-
tion is counted if the load is fluctuating between vital and
non-vital. The vitality of this class of loads is predictable,
with the mean prediction accuracy above 85%. 

The 32KB 4-way associative 2-ported cache that acts as the
DL1 is assumed to be 3 cycles in all simulation results so
far. As microprocessor clock frequency increases, the la-
tency of DL1 will also increase. We now vary the DL1
from 3 cycles to 10 cycles. Figure 11 presents harmonic
means of the IPC for the three configurations again. As the
DL1’s latency becomes greater, the impact of the vital
cache becomes greater (slope of the vital cache configura-
tion is not as steep as the other configurations). Assuming
10-cycle DL1 latency, a VC configuration outperforms the

DL0 configuration by 27% and a DL1-only configuration
by 40%.

Preceding simulation results had the DL0/VC fixed at
256B. We now present simulation results varying the size
of this highest-level cache from 256B to 8KB (assuming
single cycle DL0/VC for all cases). Figure 13 compares the
performance between a DL0 and VC configuration for
three variations representing different DL1 and DL2 laten-
cies: see Figure 12. For example, for medium-DL0, the la-
tencies for the data caches are 20, 6, and 1 cycle(s) for the
DL2, DL1, and DL0 respectively. These variations (fast,
medium, slow) represent cache latency scaling with future
anticipated microprocessor clock frequencies (DL2 and
DL1 are scaled by the same factor). As the size of the DL0
is increased, the performance difference between the VC
configuration and a normal DL0 configuration is reduced.
The efficiency of the VC becomes less of a factor as the
size of the cache is increased. However, for the three differ-
ent schemes, a 1KB VC consistently outperforms an 8KB
DL0. 
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Figure 12 Three variations of varying cache latencies.
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Figure 13 also shows that as the latencies of the caches be-
come greater, the importance of VC becomes greater. For
example, assuming “slow” caches, a 256B VC outperforms
a 256B DL0 by 26%. It can also be noted that a slow-VC
configuration performs equivalent to a fast-DL0 configura-
tion. As microprocessor clock frequencies continue to in-
crease, the importance of the VC will also increase.

6   Conclusion
In this paper, a new load classification method is proposed,
that classifies loads as those vital to performance and those
not vital to performance. A study is presented that analyzes
different types of non-vital loads and quantifies the per-
centage of loads that are non-vital. 75% of all loads are
non-vital with only 35% of the accessed data space being
vital. A realistic implementation of the non-vital load clas-
sification method is presented and a cache called the vital
cache is proposed that makes use of the non-vital load clas-
sification. The vital cache is designed to cache data for vital
loads only, deferring non-vital loads to slower caches. The
vital cache improves the efficiency of the cache hierarchy
and hit rate for vital loads. The vital cache increases perfor-
mance by 17%, relative to a design without the vital cache.

As microprocessors continue to push towards even higher
frequencies, the efficiency of the first and second level
caches will become more and more critical. In order to

make more efficient use of these caches, we must leverage
the dynamic behavior of memory accessing instructions.
This paper has shown that the vitality attribute of load in-
structions can be effectively leveraged to enhance cache ef-
ficiency and hence overall processor performance.
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